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Mercedes Wiring Crimp Connectors and IWISS SN-28B Crimper Tool 

While working on my 2012 SLK 350 I broke a speaker wiring connector when it would not release from 

the socket.  The crimp connectors that attach wires to connector plugs are very small and fragile.  At the 

time I could not find a reasonably priced tool that would crimp the connectors properly.  I ended up 

using needle-nosed pliers to make the crimp. This worked but it was a tedious hack that looked sloppy. 

Four years later while looking on Amazon, I stumbled upon the IWISS SN-28B DuPont Terminal Ratchet 

Crimper, http://www.amazon.com/IWISS-Terminal-Ratchet-AWG28-18-0-1-1-

0MM%C2%B2/dp/B017JU20Z6?ie=UTF8&psc=1&redirect=true&ref_=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s00.   

Even though designed for DuPont connectors, it looked like it might work with Mercedes crimp 

connectors and only cost $23.00 so I bought one.  It turned out to be the perfect Crimper Tool for 

Mercedes crimp connectors!   

IWISS SN-28B DuPont Terminal Ratchet Crimper: 

 
The IWISS SN-28B crimper is a quality tool with machine cut die sets (jaws) that other cheaper crimping 

tools lack.  Thus the IWISS tool can crimp both the bare wire and the insulator sections of the crimp 

connector at the same time with professional results. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/IWISS-Terminal-Ratchet-AWG28-18-0-1-1-0MM%C2%B2/dp/B017JU20Z6?ie=UTF8&psc=1&redirect=true&ref_=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s00
http://www.amazon.com/IWISS-Terminal-Ratchet-AWG28-18-0-1-1-0MM%C2%B2/dp/B017JU20Z6?ie=UTF8&psc=1&redirect=true&ref_=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s00
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Note: after I took the photos for this document, I re-read the comments on Amazon for the crimper.  

The Amazon site poster, Dak, commented that he found the tool difficult to use because “the jaws were 

installed upside down, or at least they feel that way for a right-handed person like myself.  Luckily they 

can be swapped.”  He was right, after I swapped the top die set (jaws) with the bottom die set, the 

crimper was much easier for me (also right-handed) to use.  However, all the images below were taken 

before I reversed the die sets.  The crimper will work correctly with the die sets installed either way. 

The image below compares the Mercedes crimp connectors with a dime to show how small they are: 

 
The Mercedes female crimp connector part number is 0085455526 and the male crimp connector part 

number is 0325453928. 

The next image shows the various sections of a female crimp connector (the male crimp’s sections are 

the same).  The ‘wings’ part is crimped around the wire insulator and the next in line section is crimped 

around the exposed wire. The V-shaped section of the last part of the crimp locks the crimp connector in 

place when inserted into a connector plug.  To remove the crimp connector from a plug, you push down 

on the V-shaped section to release the crimp from the plug while pulling the wire out of the plug. 
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Using the Crimper Tool 

I found the best way to get good results is to put the crimp connector (without a wire) in the lower 'jaw’ 

of the tool with the crimp connector wings’ opening facing down.  Place the wings section of the crimp 

in the wider of part of the lower jaw.  Use the smallest of the tool’s three jaw openings for Mercedes 

crimp connectors.  

 

Crimp positioned face down in the smallest of the jaw openings (wings section first): 

 

Make sure that the inner edge of the crimp connector’s wings section is resting against the center ridge 

of the tool’s lower jaws.  This insures that the wire insulator is positioned correctly for crimping. 

Notice that the inner edge of the crimp’s wing section is aligned with middle ridge of the jaws: 
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Close the crimper tool’s handles just a couple of notches so that the crimp connector is seated in the 

tool and the wings are bent down a little. 

 

Here the tool’s handles are pressed down two notches, holding the crimp connector in the jaws:

 

Strip off 1/8 inch of insulation from the end of the wire: 

 
 

Now push the bare stripped end of the wire into the open end of the crimp connector while still in the 

crimper tool.  The end of the wire insulation should stop at the inner edge of the crimp’s wings section 

while the crimp connector is still held inside the tool’s jaws. 
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Wire inserted into crimp while still held by tool, notice the insulation is positioned inside the crimp:  

 

Now close the handles of the crimper tool as far as they will go until the tool releases. 

After opening the tool’s handles, the crimp connector will remain in the tool’s jaws. 

Crimp connector still retained in tool after crimping is complete:   

 
 

Remove the connector carefully from the tool without bending the connector. 
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Finished product, notice how the wire insulation and the wire itself are crimped separately from each 

other (male and female crimp connectors shown): 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


